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Global Public Goods and COVID-19 

After over a year of COVID-19 disruptions, many are concerned with how the Omicron 

variant might prolong this trend. The variant, originally discovered in South Africa, appears to be 

more contagious but less deadly than the earlier Delta variant (‘Early Data on Omicron’, 2021). 

Still, South Africa and other African nations consistently lag behind OECD countries in vaccine 

doses per capita and vaccination rate (Collins & Holder, 2021). However, relative to a year ago, 

there are certainly reasons for cautious optimism: the G7 in June of 2021 promised to donate 1 

billion doses which will be funneled through the COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access (COVAX), 

the WHO-sponsored organization in charge of distributing vaccines to less-wealthy nations 

(Cohen, 2021). 

These developments are encouraging, yet there are still questions about why governments 

and international organizations have moved so slowly to cooperate on the pandemic. Basrur and 

Kliem (2021) note that although COVID-19 is a global challenge, responses by state actors have 

been “predominantly competitive and self-centered.” Namely, Basrur and Kliem conclude that 

because the world lacks an "effective international authority," nation-states choose their interests 

over the collective. But why do these vaccines require an outside authority? Because of their 

status as Global Public Goods (GPG).  

Before delving into why vaccines are a GPG, it is important to properly define what 

GPGs are and how they differ from ordinary public goods. Like ordinary public goods, GPGs are 

both non-rivalrous (one person’s consumption does not diminish another’s ability to benefit) and 

non-excludable (no one can be excluded from benefiting from this good). Hence, they suffer 

from free-rider problems, but according to Brown and Susskind (2020), GPGs and ordinary 

public goods exhibit the two qualities to different degrees. For example, a country can hoard 
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vaccines and prevent others from using them, but a country cannot exclude other countries from 

the benefits of higher vaccination rates (lower disease transmission, herd immunity, etc.). 

Moreover, unlike ordinary public goods, GPGs are not constrained by national boundaries and 

therefore cannot be provided at a socially-optimal level through the actions of a single 

government. Rather, providing GPGs requires international cooperation, which is often difficult 

to achieve when goods have some degree of non-rivalry and non-exclusivity. 

With these concepts in mind, vaccines used to fight a global pandemic are good examples 

of GPGs. While a specific dose might be rivalrous and excludable, the larger strategy of using 

vaccines to fight a pandemic is not. One country using this strategy does not exclude another 

country from using it. On top of this, using this strategy relies on other countries cooperating - 

something that has occurred only recently. 

Understanding vaccines and their associated use through the lens of GPGs carries 

important consequences for how the world manages public health crises like COVID-19. First, it 

acknowledges that there is a fundamental economic allocation problem that is causing a systemic 

under-provision of important goods. As depicted in Figure 1, as of January 2022, while the 

global percentage of people who have received at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine is 

60.92%, the number stands at only 32.6% in South Africa and at around 10% in low-income 

countries (Ritchie et al., 2022). In January 2021, when South Africa had less than 1% of the 

population vaccinated, WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus stated “the world 

is on the brink of a catastrophic moral failure” when it comes to inequitable vaccine distribution. 

There must be a moral imperative to help the world’s poorest countries, but the vaccine issue has 

less to do with morals than with markets. The WHO, the leading institution for global public 

health, is “wholly under-resourced for the many tasks that its members have asked it to 
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discharge” (Brown & Susskind, 2020). Likewise, COVAX as of January 2022 has a cash 

shortage so severe that it cannot accept new vaccine donations (Mancini, 2022). 

 

Figure 1  

Share of people who received at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine across different country 

groups: World, South Africa, and Low-Income Countries (Ritchie et al., 2022) 

 

 

Thankfully, GPGs also provide a roadmap for how to address these issues. Researchers 

and policymakers must recognize that GPGs are underprovided because of unprepared 

institutions and create better rules that will govern international cooperation. For example, 

Brown and Susskind (2020) argue that changing funding rules to make financing the WHO 
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compulsory would help remedy this allocative issue. Likewise, as new variants like Omicron 

evolve, we can be better prepared for how these might shock existing vaccine stocks if nations 

are cooperating. 

Misunderstanding GPGs has grave consequences; as of January 2022, more than 5.6 

million people have died from COVID-19, with 881,000 deaths in the United States alone (Allen 

et. al, 2022). Policymakers must make changes to our system to take full advantage of GPGs or 

risk continuing the mistakes of the past.  
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